Optimization for Portfolio Efficiency
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... the Center of Fiduciary Services, Pittsburg USA: "...the more effective process is to have a PC based
optimiser that's simple for the adviser to use and simple for the client to understand..then do the
allocation right in front of the client and adjust it until you get the appropriate comfort level.”
level

expertGTC3: Complexity for a Simpler Solution
expertGTC3 uses COMPLEX quadratic programming techniques and ROBUST statistical algorithms to come
up with a SIMPLE solution for the adviser and his client. After exporting data to Microsoft Excel from
MorningStar, Bloomberg, or any
ny other backend tool, expertGTC3 can
n be used as the front-end tool to
engage your prospect or complement your investment back-end
end research to manage your client’s
portfolio.
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expertGTC3 is based on a non-linear
non
approach to Markowitz' Nobel winning
theory on efficient portfolios. But while
standard efficient frontier calculations are
somewhat static in nature, expertGTC3
adds a dynamic element to the equation.
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expertGTC3 employs state-of-the-art
state
algorithms to calculate correlations within
each core portfolio so that the best mix is
achieved; greatly reducing the probability
of loss which is the SINGLE most
important factor that can destroy a
retirement portfolio.
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expertGTC3 starts with the traditional
tr
efficient frontier but extends it to optimize
on BOTH the investment universe and the
risk profile of the client AT THE SAME
TIME. This means that each efficient
portfolio generated is a truly
PERSONALIZED one.

7

expertGTC3 allows both OPTIMIZED
calculations based on historical data and
ADD-ON
ON advice based on fundamentals.
Brought together into a single portfolio
report, the client's long term portfolio is
GUARDED while the latest investment
opportunities are capitalized on.
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expertGTC3’s core portfolio analysis is
based on a long-term
term view of the market
marke
which is a pillar of BEST PRACTICE
investment planning. A long-term
long
view
means having a long--term strategy; and
avoids the pitfalls of short-term
short
trade
traps.
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expertGTC3 monitors the viability of the
core portfolio with the use of Exception
Value ThresholdsTM to ensure that its longlong
term strategy remains intact and moving
towards the target.

6

expertGTC3's value-at
at-risk analysis shows
the client in DOLLAR terms the absolute
and relative amount of risk his portfolio is
taking for as many years into the future as
required,, which caters to clients who
prefer to view
w their portfolio risk in dollar
terms.

8

expertGTC3 is continually being enhanced
with proprietary methods in risk reduction
using state-of-the-art
art mathematical
techniques. One example of this is its use
of neuro-fuzzy
fuzzy techniques in optimization.
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expertGTC3: Opportunity Costs
expertGTC3 has the ability to show the sub-optimal
sub optimal effect of an inefficient portfolio i.e. a portfolio that has not
been optimized in regard to its long term average return and volatility.
volatility
The
he opportunity gap that exists between a portfolio that is optimized
optimized and one that is inefficient can be significant
in certain cases. It is the gap between long term historical average returns. While it should never be construed as
a forecast, it serves as an
n excellent tool to educate on the potential of an optimized portfolio.

Why expertGTC3 works?
expertGTC3 uses a daily moving mean return
from inception as a benchmark for all its
efficiency calculations. After creating a
portfolio that your client currently has,
expertGTC3’s
’s Gap function can be used to
show where exactly the portfolio stands
within the risk-return
return spectrum.

While the Gap function shows “where we
are”, expertGTC3's Meter function showcases
“where we want to be”. This function will
show how your recommended portfolio can
close the Gap between a desired return and
one that has been picked arbitrarily.
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expertGTC3: Volatility
Being able to gauge the volatility of any portfolio mix and knowing how to find the portfolio with the
lowest volatility over the investment HORIZON is the single most important action that will impact
your client's financial goals.
The interplay between the investment HORIZON and the TIME to your client's financial goals is a crucial
element in achieving his or her goals. Appreciate the financial impact that different horizons and the
possibility of a negative return occurring along the way can have on portfolio value..

Why expertGTC3 works?
expertGTC3's Goal function determines the
investment return required to achieve all
your client's goals in terms of both the time
to achieve and the amount required, whether
on a regular savings or lump sum basis.

expertGTC3's
xpertGTC3's Horizon function determines
the impact of your proposed portfolio in
terms of the probability of a negative return,
volatility, and value--at-risk. The proposed
portfolio can be fine--tuned together with the
client until both you and the client have
arrived at a consensus.
consensus
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e
expertGTC3:
Correlation
Identifying the volatility of your client's portfolio across the investment horizon with relation to his or
her goals is the first step. The next step is to reduce this volatility in the best possible way. And this is
what drives an effective portfolio.
Correlation, simply put, is how two assets move in relation to one another. Show your client how
correlation can be exploited to squeeze out the volatility from almost any portfolio.

More rigorously defined, correlation is the
relationship between two assets as they
move about
bout their respective averages.
expertGTC3's
rtGTC3's Correlation function
determines the relationships between any
number of assets. expertGTC3's powerful
correlation functionality is a key factor in its
being able to calculate portfolio efficiency.

expertGTC3's Frontier function runs through
millions of combinations (for example, there
are 8,589,934
934,558 combinations for a
universe of 33 securities) to arrive at the
portfolio with the highest return for a given
volatility,, or equivalently, the lowest
volatility for a given return. The engine
makes use of the Markowitz mean-variance
mean
model.. For a discussion of this model, a good
reference is Bodie et al.
a Investments, Burr
Ridge, IL. Irwin,1993.
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e
expertGTC3:
Rebalancing
While expertGTC3’s calculations are based on the assumption of normality and long term potential,
potential it
also takes into account the fact that actual returns will be subject to economic forces that make it
non-normal along the way.
While correlation is between 2 different assets, autocorrelation is correlation within a single asset over
time. Non-normality
normality can be the result of non-stationarity which can be evidenced from an unstable
autocorrelation.

expertGTC3’s rebalancing function is
a proprietary dynamic algorithm that
searches for deviations from normality
and adjusts the optimized mix,
mix
accordingly, along the way. It does this
with the use of Exception Value
ThresholdsTM

expertGTC3's rebalancing function
backtests by going back in time to
to perform the optimization after which
it goes forward to see how the
optimization results fair. It benchmarks itself
against a naive equally-weighted
portfolio.
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expertGTC3:
xpertGTC3: True Personalization
Because a conservative portfolio is NOT necessarily the right match to a conservative client, and
similarly, an aggressive client might find an aggressive portfolio too moderate,
moderate expertGTC3's unique
selling point is its ability to personalize the portfolio to the client. Don't fit a client into a risk class.
Instead, fit a unique portfolio to a client's unique risk personality.
expertGTC3 goes beyond profile questionnaires and broad risk categorization. It shows the client a recommended
portfolio that is tailored PRECISELY
ELY to his or her risk profile --- a portfolio that mathematically integrates his or her
tolerance for risk with a universe of assets that has been optimized for volatility.
volatility

Why expertGTC3 works?
If a risk profile questionnaire is being
used, expertGTC3 numerically integrates
integrate
the profile outcome to a set of efficient
portfolios. This culminates in a unique
offering (the small white frontier in the
figure on the left) for each client.
With this method, one does not assume
the client is simply, for example, a
conservative risk-taker
taker in need of a
standard conservative portfolio.
portfolio

expertGTC3 also shows,
shows measurably,
the risk of the client’s portfolio in
regard to volatility, probability of negative
return, and value-at-risk.
risk. With this extra
approach that does not need the use of
a profile questionnaire,
questionnaire expertGTC3
avoids the traps of over-generalization
over
(i.e. typifying the client
ient with a prepre
determined risk personality)
personality and overcategorization (i.e. offering the client a
typical portfolio from a pre-determined
pre
risk class).
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expertGTC3: Technical Aspects & Assumptions

The expertGTC3 uses a Quadratic
programming approach to arrive at the
efficient frontier.

2

expertGTC3’s
’s quadratic programming
framework defines a set of lower and
upper bounds on the design variables, X,
so that the solution is in the range
LB <= X <= UB . This provides for
constrained
nstrained frontier computations that
also allow the use of long-short
investment strategies.
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expertGTC3 checks for violations of the
normality assumption which is required
within the Markowitz mean-variance
mean
framework. Non-normality
normality may be
attributed to the likely existence of mixed
normal return distributions.
distributions Where
required expertGTC3 adjusts for nonnon
normality using (but not restricted to) the
use of maximum likelihood power
transformations.

4

The notion of mixed normal return
distributions is that the "mean
"
and
variance" do approximate investors'
expectations at any point of time but that
the "returns and variances" vary over
time. expertGTC3 takes care of this
variation with the use of its proprietary
Exception Value ThresholdsTM system. It
does this by adjusting the rebalancing
method depending on current market
conditions and doing a back-test
back
of the
methods used.

5

expertGTC3
GTC3 mathematically integrates
the investment universe with 7 risk
personality profiles. The profile categories
are fully customizable but by default
follow the categories of a popular profiling
questionnaire.
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expertGTC3’s treatment of the normality
assumption is an important feature. Some
researchers seek to estimate nonnon
normality.. However, taking non-normality
into the calculations would mean opting
opt
for a strategy that underperforms during
times of market stability and is often too
complex to be of practical use.

7

expertGTC3 requires at least 3 years of
historical data to be over 80%
8
credible.
Securities that have a shorter history can
be placed in a satellite portfolio and then
moved to the core for optimization once
they have the required length of historical
data.

8

The Optimized Allocations
Allocation are based on
historical adjusted price
ice data provided by
third
ird party resources. The quality of the
output will depend on the reliability and
an
accuracy of the data going in.
in expertGTC3
does not vouch for third party data
reliability or accuracy.

1

It solves the quadratic programming
problem:

minx 0.5*x'*H*x + f'*x
to: A*x <= b

subject

while additionally satisfying the equality
constraints Aeq*x = beq.
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